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ABSTRACT 

The Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory measured the indoor air quality at 
Fairmoor Elementary School in Columbus, Ohio, A mobile laboratory was 
used to monitor air outdoors and at three indoor sites (two classrooms 
and a large multipurpose room); tests were made at three different ven~ 
tilation rates, The parameters measured were outside air flovJ rates, 
odor perception, microbial burden, particulate mass, total aldehydes, 
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, ozone, and nitrogen 
oxides. This report gives the results of the these measurements and com~ 
pares them with the existing outdoor air quality standards. Carbon 
dioxide concentrations increased as the ventilation rate decreased, but 
still did not exceed current standards. Odor perceptability increased 
slightly at the lowest vent:l.lation rate. Other pollutants showed very 
low concentrations, which did not change with reductions in ventilation 
rate, This study indicates that it \iltmld be possible to achieve 
moderate energy savings at Fai.rmoor School while maintaining acceptable 
indoor air quality. 

keywords: air pollution, airborne microbes, carbon dioxide, carbon 
monoxide, energy conservation, indoor air quality, nitrogen 
oxides,odors, particulate mass, schools, sulfur dioxide, 
ventilation, 





INTRODUCTION 

Institutional and commercial buildings together use a.p tely 
15% of the primary energy consumed in the United Schools alone 
account for 3% of energy consumption (about loTl x 10 Btu/year). Hore 
than half of this energy is used to maintain the comfort of building 
occupants through heating, cooling, and ventilation (see Figure l). 
Since heating or cool outside air as it enters a building requires a 
significant amount of energy, considerable energy savi.ngs can usually be 
effected by minimizing the use of outdoor air for ventilation. 

Because of their high energy use 1 much of it for the heating and 
cooling of outdoor ventilation air 1 schools have received considerable 
attention for special energy conservation studies. The u.s. National 
Energy Act is providing support for energy-conserving retrofits in 
schools 9 and the American Association of School Administrators (AASA) 
initiated a project~ "Saving School house Energy~' which has analyzed 
energy conservation opportunities i.n ten elementary schools. 1 Fairmoor 
Elementary School in Columbus • Ohio~ was one ot thE• schools selected by 
tbe AASA for this project" The present report diocusses the s of the 
impact of energy~effl.cient ventilation rates on indoor a1r quali at 
that school e 

In assessing 
save energy~ we 
and the exist 
is needed to: 

the effect ot reducing the ventilation rate in order to 
must consider both the particular needs for ventilation 
codes for bu1lding ventilation. Iu general 1 ventlldtion 

1) Establish a sat1stactory balar~e between the metabolic gases 
(oxygen and car:bon diox:ide) tu Uw o environment, 

2) Remove moisture from 1nt1?rnai sources. 

3) Dilute human and nonhuman odors to a level belm..r the olfactory 
threshold. 

l+) Remove contaminants produced by human activtty 9 construction 
materials$ etc.$ w:it:hin tue ventilated space. 

The Amer1can Soc of Heating 9 Rt:.fr rat and Air Condit 
Engineers (ASHRAE) has deve.l a ventilation standard giving recom-
mended and minimum ventilation rates for 
spaces. This standard 1 62,··7:3 9 entitled 

,c,,,,,,",~'''~'""~ ,,,,~ 1 has been adopted by many states and local 
governments 1 and is wj,dely accepted in the United States. Table l 
illustrates the section of ASHH.AE Standard 62-73 that applies to 

* schools. Under certain circumstances 3 the propo:ction of outdoor a:Lr 
required to keep the indoor air np to an acceptable standard may be~ 

reduced to 15% of the average recommended quant j but in no ca~;e may 

(*) Particulate filter adsorption or 
other odor and gas removal so that air enter-
ing the space is ]JUrifi.ed to meet specified a:Lr~,quality requirements. 
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Figure l. Primaey energy use for al1 non--
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Schools 

Table 1. Ventilation standards for schools 
from ASHRAE 62~73. 

~--~-----r---~-~--------

Estimated 
persons/ 

1000 sq ft 
floor area. 
Use only 

when design 
occupancy IS 

not known 

Classrooms 50 

Multiple Use Rooms 70 

Labor ator1es 30 

Craft Shops, Vocational Training Shops 30 

Music, Rehearsal Rooms 70 

Auditor1ums 150 
Gymna;iums 70 

Libraries 20 

Common Rooms, Lounges 70 

Offices 10 

Lavatories 100 

Locker Rooms 20 

Lunchrooms, Dining Halls 100 

Corridors 50 

Utility Rooms 3 

Dormitory Bedrooms 20 

*Special contaminant control systems may be required 
**cfm/locker 

~3-



the quantity of outdoor air be less than 8.5 m3/h (5 cfm) per occupant. 
It appears that the recommended outside atr ventilation rates in ASHRAE 
Standard 62-73 are based largely on the odor research performed over 
forty years ago by C.P. Yaglou et al.3 at the Harvard School of Public 
Health. More recently 1 a new standard, ASHRAE 90~75R 3 Energy 

in New Bu.flding De~l},4 has stipulated that the minimum ventila
tion rate for each type of occupancy given in ASHRAE 62-73 must be used 
in designing new buildings. At present 1 the ASHRAE standard for venti
lation air for classrooms in new schools is 16.9 rn 3/h (10 cfm) per occu
pant. A reduction to 8.4 m3/h (5 cfm) per occupant is permitted if cer
tain air pmification equipment is installed so that the incoming air 
meets specific air-quality levels. 

Rising energy costs have generated interest in new ventilation stan
dards l:or buildings. The Ventilation Group at Lawrence Berkeley Labora~ 
tory (LBL) has t:onstructed a mobile laboratory and undertaken a series 
of field studies at schools. The l!airmoor Elementdry School in 
Columbus 2 Ohio~ was the second school at which field monitoring was con~ 
ducted to determine the effects of energy-efficient ventilation rates on 
indoor air quali.ty and on the health and comfort of the occupants. Sub~ 

contracts were awarded to The Research Corporatiun of New England (TRC) 
for odor studies~ and to the Naval B:i.oscienees Laboratory (NBL) for stu
dies on microbial content. 

EXPERU1ENTAL FACILITlb.S AND HEJ'HODS 

Fairmoor Elen1entary School con::,ists of a tbree~story budding con
structed in 19Li9 and a single-story addition built in 19.J5. The origi-· 
nal building contains twelve classrooms 1 administrative offices 1 a 
kitchen 1 and a lunchroom. 1he addition has twelve classrooms and a 
large multipurpose room that functions as both an auditorium and gym
nasi.ura. A corridor c.ormects the two buildings. 

Heat for the entire school is generated by two identical gas-fired 
boilers positioned s Lde by side in the basement of the original build~ 
ing. The heat is distributed ·through the school by circulating steam 
(in the original building) and hot ~>Jater (in the addition) to unit ven~ 
tilators in each room. This system is shown schematically in Figure 2. 
The single~tmit ventilators (Exhibits la and lb) are affixed to external 
walls. They heat the rooms by passing air around the h::oat:i.ng coils; a 
fraction of the air iti drawn from the outside~ and the rest is drawn 
from within the classroon,. In each uni.t ventilators a pnemnat.ically 
operated damper regulates the awount of outdoor ,Jir eutering the clas&~ 
room. The dampers are controlled by thermostat and temperature sent:.ors, 
which measure Jndoor and (hltdoor temperatures~ and by a centrally 
located timer that COiltrols the claUy heating cycle. 
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Figure 2. Schematic of the system 
at Fairmoor Elementary School. 
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Exhibit la. The unit ventilator in a room 
in the new addition. 
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Exhibit lb. View of the unit ventilator 
without the front panel. 
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Figure 3 is a schematic representation of the unit vent1lator in 
various modes of operation. Figure 3(a) represents normal occupancy 
conditions. In this mode the damper is positioned to provide not less 
than the required amount of outside air~ as established by local or 
state codes. Figure 3(b) depicts the warm~up cycle prior to occupancy 
each day. In this mode the damper is positioned so that the flow of 
outside air is restricted as much as possible while the room air is 
recirculated through the heating coils; this setting is meant to produce 
maximum heating. (Howevcr 2 we found that because the dampers were not 
tight 1 outside air was able to leak into the classroom 2 as shown.) The 
dampers remain in this closed position during nights and weekends 2 dur~ 

ing which time the room is ma1ntained at a low "night setback" tempera~ 
ture. Figure 3(c) shows an economizer mode that is used \vhen the out~ 

side temperature exct::eds the ttHn·mostat setti.ng. ln this wode the 
intent is to allo\J a free flow of outside air into the building. Figure 
3(d) sho~s the outside supply register sealed to completely block the 
entry of outside air in order to obtain a lo'" ventilation rate. This 
was not a normal operati.ng !llode and \v.dl be discussed later vJi th the 
results of the ventilation mea sur enwnts. 

The central research facility used by LHL to study the indoor air 
quality at Fairmoor Elunentary School was the Energy Efficient Buildings 
(EEB) Nobile Laboratory designed and fabricated by LllL in early 1978.5 
The laboratory contai.ns sampling~ calibration and monitoring sy::,tems for 
field studies uf indoor air quali.ty and energy utilization in buildings. 
Table .., lists the instrumentation in the EEl\ Hobile laboratory and the 
parameters morntored. 

A1r from fou:r sites is drawn through teflon smnpllng lines into the 
laboratory for analysis of the common inorgan11:: gaseous tJOllutants. The 
four sites are sequentially sampled for ten minute intervals; thus, each 
site is monitored every forty minutes. A microprocessor controls the 
sampling and calibration sequences; data from the analyzers and other 
instruments under microprocessor· control are stored on floppy disks. 

The EEB Hobil e Lab Has positioned outside .Fairmoor Elementary School 
i.n ear1y January~ 1979 (see Exhibit 2). Sampling point:, were selected 
at one outdoor site and three indoor sites: a classroom i.n the original 
buildi.ng (Room 20) 1 a classroom :i.n the nmv additiou (Room 12), and the 
multipurpose room. Air~flmv 'ates \vere measm:ed by a tracer~gas system 
developed at LBL 1 6 in v;hich nitrous oxide is injected i.nto the rooms and 
monitored continuously. Every fi.ve minutes the system calculated the 
rate at \vhict i.ndoor air was entering the room by observing changes in 
the indoor concentrations produced by injections of nitrous oxide. 

Parti.culates 9 total aldehydes 9 and microbial content ~ere rneasu:red 
on a time·1ntegrated basis. Particulate matter was measured by 
automated diclwtomous atr samJ:'lers (llAS) developed at LBL. 7 The DAS use 
a flow~controlled virtual impaction system to separate the aerosol 1nto 
fine and coarse fractions (below 2.5 r.1icrons and from 2..5 to 15 micrunb 9 

respectively). The particulate matter was collected for twenty-four 
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Table 2. 

Parameter 

Field 

Continuous Monitoring Instruments. 

Infiltration 

N20 or C 2!!6 (Tracer gas) 

Indoor Temperature and Moisture 

Dry Bulb Temperature 

Relative Humidity 

Omdoor Meteorology 

Dry Bulb Temperature 

Relative llumidny 

Wind Speed 

Wind Direction 

Solar Radiation 

Metnc Rain Gauge 

(~ases 

C02 
Radon 

Particulate Matter 

Size Distribution 

Radon Progeny 

Sample ( ollectors 

Gases 

I· ormaldebyde 
Total Aldehydes 

Selected Organic Compounds 

Particulate Matter 

Aerosols (Respirable/ 
Non respirable) 

Bacterial Content 

Data Acquisition Sys1em 

Microprocessor 

Multiplexer A/D Converter 

Floppy Disk Drive 

Modem 

Instrumentation in the 
EEB Mobile Laboratory, 

Principle of Operation 

lR 

Thermistor 

Lithium Chlonde Hygrometer 

Thermistor 

Lithium Chloride Hygrometer 

Generator 

Potentiometer 

Spectral Pyranometer 

Tipping Bucket 

UV Fluorescence 

Chemilumine,cem e 

UV Absorption 

NDIR 

NDIR 

Alpha Dosimetry 

Optical Scattering 

Under Development 

Chemical ReactiOn/ Absorption 
(Gas Bubblers) 

Adsorptwn (Tenax GC 
Adsorption Tubes) for GC 
Analysis 

Virtual lmpacuon/Filtranon 

lnertlal lmpacnon 

Manufacturer /Model 

LBL 

Yellow ~prings 701 

Yellow Spnngs 91 HC 

Meteorolog;J Research 915-2 

MRI 915 2 

MRl 1074-2 

MRI 1074-2 

Fppley PSP 

MRJ 382 

ThernH• Flectron 43 

Thermo Electron 14D 

Dasibi 1003-AH 

Bendix 
S501-5CA 

lvl.S A Lira 30 3 

LBL 

Royco Particle Counter 225 

LBL 

LBL 

LBL 

LBL 

Modified Anderson Sampler 

Intel System 80/20 4 

Burr Brown '\1icromux Receiver 
M/\16016 AA 
Remote MM6401 

lCOI\1 FD3712 56/20-19 

Vadic\A-317S 



Exhibit 2. The EEB Mobile Lab at the 
Fairmoor Elementary School. 
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hours on teflon filters. The samples were then analyzed at LBL using 
beta~ray attenuation to measure mass concentrat1on 9 and X~ray fluores~ 
cence to determine chemical composition for twenty-eight elements. To 
measure total aldehydes 1 air was bubbled through solutions of 3-methyl-
2-benzothiazolinone hydt'azone (MBTH) 1 v1hich reacts sto1chiometrically 
with water-&oluble alijJhatic aldehydes. Samples were taken for twenty
four hours and subse~uently analyzed at LBL using a standard 
colorimetric procedure. The microbial burden was measured by means of a 
modified Anderson sampler. Twenty minute samples were taken four times a 
day and analyzed by NBL personnel at the school. 

Odor Measurements 

TRC measured odor perception in d mobile odors laboratory brought to 
Fairmoor Elementary School. Odor panelists were recruited from people 
in the area who were not regular occupants of the school building. Air 
samples from the building wer~ collected in 100-liter 1edlar bags and 
brought to the odors laboratory. 

Odor measurements were carried out under normal and reduced ventila
t1on conditions. At all sites~ the sensory percept ion of odors was 
measured in two ways: The first method employed a forced-choice triangle 
olfactometer (Exhibit 3) to deterntine the number of dilutions necessary 
to br1ng an odorous ail: <o;lmple to a level at which 50% of the members of 
the odor panel could W; longer detect it; this neutral level. is 
expressed as ED 50 .9 The olfactometer is equipped \vith five stations; the 
first four present dilution ratios of 81, 27, 9 1 and 3 1 and the fifth 
presents the undiluted odor. There are three glass sniffing ports at 
each station; two supply filtered outside air and the other supplies the 
air from within tlw building in one of the five concentrations 1 pro
gressing from \veakest to strongt>st (undiluted). For each of the five 
concentrations, the odor panelist indicates which of the three ports he 
or she believes delivers odorous air. The second method for testing 
odor intensity, used immediately after the fh·st, employed a device 
called a butanol olfactometer (Exhibit 4). 1hP panelists are presented 
with the undiluted odor and asked to compare it with progressively 
increasing concentrations of butanol until they perceive a match between 
the intensity of the butanol and the intensity of the undiluted sam~ 

ple.lO 

In addition to the procedures described above, both the odor panel
ists and the building occupants filled out questionnaires (Exhib1t 5) 
twice daily, giving their reaction to var1ous aspects of the room 
environment, including the presence of odors, and rating each on a 
nine-point scale. Each aspect was also rated for acceptability. 

TRG a.Lso collected <Hr samples for laboratory analysis of the 
odorant composition. Two liters of room air were passed through tubes 
packed with porous polymer Tenax~ which adsorbed the organics and 
odorants present in the air. The odorants adsorbed were then identified 
by gas chromatographic and mdss spectroscopic (GC/NS) techniques and 
their character and jntensity were determined by a GC/odorogram and sen
sory judge. 
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Exhibit 3. Forced-choice triangle olfactometer. 
The subject chooses, by smell, 
which of the three nozzles emits 
odorous air. 
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Exhibit 4. Subject using the butanol binary 

dilution olfactometer to find a 
level of butanol intensity that 
matches the percent intensity of 
the "occupancy odor." 
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Day Number Date Time Room Number 

EVALUATION SHEET 

Rating 6f Individual Elements of the Room Environment Acceptable Unaccentable 

Cold : : : Hot ------ ---- ---- ---- ----

Hw·nid . . . . . . . . ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- Dry 

. . . . ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

Stale : : : : : : : : Fresh ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
No odor . . ~ . 

• • • 0 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- Strong odor 

Loud no~se No noise ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

Overall Rating of the Room Environ:nent 

Acceptable ____ : ____________ : ____ : ____ : ____ : ____ : ____ Unacceptable 

have a cold ? 

No 

2a .. If you are a smoker, about how many 
hours ago today did you have your 
last smoke? 

______ hours ago 

2b. If are not a smoker or if you 
not smoke today, check this 

box .. 

Exhibit 5. filled out 
students and odor ts. 



Ventilation Modes 

The objective of the study \vas to monitor indoor air quality at nor~ 
mal and reduced ventilation rates. \-Je intended to change the flovJ of 
outside a:tr through the unit ventilators by changing the damper posi
tion. Therefore~ we installed manual overridl":; sw1 tches and pneumatic 
pressure controls on the unit ventilators in the three rooms so that we 
could adjust the damper position. We then proceeded to monitor the air 
quality inside the two classrooms and the multipurpose room under the 
normal operating mode of the school and tHo modes wh:tch produced lower 
ventilation rates. 

In the normal operating mode, i.e. 1 under daytime occupancy condi~ 

tions Hith the dampers controlled by the room thermostat, the damper 
opening to the outside was approximately tlrJo inches. This opening was 
supposed to satisfy the minimum outside air requirement of 25,3 m3/h (15 
cfm) per occupant. Since the rate at which out&ide air flowed through 
the unit ventilator could not be measured directly, we used the continu~ 
ous tracer-gas infiltration system, described earlier, for measurements 
of the venttlation rate. These r.1easurement.s showed that the outside air 
flow in the QOrmal operating mode \vaG .. mch lo~r;er than t>xpected ~ approxi-· 
mately 11 m5 /h (6.') cim) per occupant, based on twenty-tive students i.u 
the classroolll. 

Initially, we hao expe~ted that r2ducing the damper opening by one
third would decn:ase t.be out.c,ide a.ir flmv by :r.nughly a factor of three. 
However a rneasureme!lts by the cont. inuous infiltration system indicated 
that this partial closing of the tL·1wper had essentially no efft.ct on the 
outside a1.r f.lO\v. We Llwn manua.l 1; <><..t the damperc, 1n a closed position 
in order to greatly reduce the dffiount of air entering the classroom 
through the supply regiater:. llut because of leaks around the closed 
dampers, outside air conti.n<Wtl t"o ente1: and only a moderate reduction in 
the out~:>ide air flow nc~tes 'vas achieved. In Room 12 the rates were 
reduced from 10.0 to 9.1 m3/h (6.1t to 5.3 cfm) pet' occupant and in Room 
20 from 11.2 to 7.4 m::i/h (6.6 to lt.LI cfm) per occupant. 

To bring about a more significant reduction iu the outside air flmv~ 
we had to seal the outside supply register when the damper was closed 
(see Figure 3d ) • In this mode» which we shall call the "reduced 11 mode$ 
the outdoor air flow was cut from approximately lLO to 2.5 m3/h (6.') to 
1. 5 cfm) per occupant i.n th(~ t \vO e.lau&rooms. The S3tHe cba.Jt,tc waG made 
iu the multipurpose room with similar resnltH • 

.Figures !1, 5, and 6 shmv the trequc.ucy d:i.st:ribut.ions of the air flow 
rates in Room 20, Room 12, and the multipurpose room in the thr·ee modes 
of operatic~. As shown» the flow of outdoor a:ir decreased s1.gnificantly 
when the dampers were effectively scaled by taping the outside supply 
registet-. The average a1r flow rates for the three indoor ~:>ites iu the 
dlffereHt operating modes are grven i11 'Table ·j. 

The measurements by the cont1.nuous t:racer~·gas 1.nfiltrat1on system 
could be perfon1ed only on lveekends 1 when the classrooms were not occu·
pied • because of the possib.Llity of adverse heal til effects from breath~ 

ing nitrous oxide. A manual overr:i.de was put on the timer: system ,luring 

~16·-
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Figure 4o Histograms of outdoor air flow 
rates in Room 20 during the 
three modes of operation. 
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Table 3. Outdoor air flow rates at Fairmoor Elementary School 
measured by the continuous infiltration system and 
based on twenty-five occupants in the room. 

Room 12 Room 20 Multipurpose room 

Mode of operatiou cfm m3/hr c.l:m m3/hr cfm m3/hr 

Normal 

Dampers closed 

2.2 1.8 3.1 

·-20~ 



the weekends so that the school was in the normal heating mode when the 
air flow rates were measured. TRC used sulfur hexafluoride decay meas"" 
urements to obtain air flow rates during the school day when the stu~ 

dents were in the classrooms. The TRC results showed air flow rates of 
approximately 16.9 m3/h (10 cfm) per occupant in both classrooms with 
the ventilation system oper in the normal mode. These results were 
significantly higher than those obtained on the weekends using the con~ 

tinuous nitrous oxide infiltration system. The discrepancy was probably 
due to the different conditions prevailing when students were present; 
for examples when the students left the room~ they usually left the door 
open until they returned • and this ltJould have incre.ased the room venti~ 

lation. We can therefore assume that ventilation rates during student 
occupancy were somewhat higher than those listed in Table 3. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fairmoor Elementary School was the first site visited by TRC as part 
of its field moniton.ng program to determtne ventilat:i.on requ1.rements 
for controlling odors 1n buildings. The sensory perception of odors 1 

odor acceptability, and the chemicul (orgaui~) composition of indoor air 
were studied for a two-week period with the ventilation system in the 
normal and reduced operating mode. Odors were not measured while the 
system was operating ~vith the dampers closed but unBealed. 

Table 4 suntmarizes the results of the measurements of averdge odor 
dilution~ odor intensity~ and acceptability in the three test rooms for 
other odor panelists only. Under normal ventilation conditions the 
dilution ratio (ED 50) was close to the EDso for outside air. In the 
reduced mode, the ED 5 0 doubled in the two classrooms and increased 
slightly in the multipurpose room. The odor intensity exhibited no sta
tistically significant change 1:vhen the ventilation rate was reduced. 
The occupants of the three rooms found the odor level acceptable at all 
times. However~ the visitors on the odor panel perceived a small 
decrease in acceptabtl:i.ty in Room 12 when the ventilation rates were 
reduced and a smaller decrease ln acceptability in Room 20 (where the 
ventilation rate was redueed t>omewhat less than in Room 12). According 
to the sectton of ASHRAI' Standard 62~73 pert<:nntng to the odor accepta·~ 

bility of outdoor air 9 at least 60% of a panel of no fewer than ten 
untra~ned observers must agree that the aLr is free of objectionable 
odors. If this standard were applied to indoor air, tlu; odor levels in 
the two classrooms, when the ventilation rate ~vas reduced s would lwve to 
be classified as unacceptable. llowev~;::r, 1t should be noted that when 
the tests at the reduced ventilatton rate vJere being made 9 the outside 
air ventilation rate was quite low ~- only 2.5 m3/h (1.5 cfm) per occu-
pant, much less than the present ASHRAF.: minimum. for indoor 
a:i.r quality with respect to onor Jevels developed by 
ASHRAE for Standard 62~73R, Sta~rd§. J!?J:: for 
~~ !.fceptalli Indoo;: .Q_~~.ll One of the proposed changes in 
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Table 4, of odor and ventilation data of the odor from Fairmoor SchooL 

Odor dilution 
ratio 

Normal vent. Reduced vent. 

4 13 
8 9 
6 11 

6 14 
6 10 
6 12 

9 9 
6 9 
7 9 

Odor intensi 
Butanol scale ( 

Normal vent. Reduced vent 

57 42 
30 

.., 
:; 

., 
43 

50 45 
43 55 

50 

44 32 
40 35 
42 33 

i1 (%) 

Normal vent. Reduced vent. 

76.5 55 

67.6 56.3 

94 92 



the revised standard is that at least 80% of a panel of no fewer than 20 
untrained obseervers must agree on the acceptability of the air quali 

The GC/MS results indicated that the odorants collected in the 
classroom::; originated from cleaning compounds~ polishes 9 and possibly 
automotive exhaust 2 but not body odor; however, odorant concentrations 
\vere too low to allow positive identification by gas chromatographic 
odorogram analysis. 

In summary, odorant concentrations vm.re low at both normal and 
reduced ventilation rates; the occupants of the building found the odor 
level acceptable under both venttlation condt t ions. Visitors to the 
classroom sometimes found the odor level unacceptable at the reduced 
vent:i.lation rate (if acceptability 18 based on the present odor criteria 
for outdoor air.) 

Microbial Burden 
=~===-=~==»==··"""'~~~ 

NBL provided bcientJfic and technical support to the LBL Ventilation 
Group on sampling 1 assay, and data analysis of: airborne bacterial con~· 

tent at Fairmoor School" ~lBL vJas contracted to detennine ~vhether 

energy·~conserv1ng changen in ventilation practices v.~ould lead to unac··· 
ceptable concentrations of airborne nicrobes; to this end, microbial 
burden \va& mt~asm·ecJ at: different ventiLation t·atet;. 

In::>tnunentsl2 to measure airborne microbes in six sizes ~Jere pl.aced 
at the three indoor monitori.ug sites. Smnples of airborne microbes W(!re 
taken at 8:00 a.m. 1 10:00 a.m., 1:00 p.m., and 3:00p.m. Table 5 gives 
the average number of colony~forming particles (CFP) per cubic meter of 
air for all samples. A cornputerLr;ed analysis of th.-; raw datci was made 
to determine whether any parameters showed a significant difference in 
any room; it was found that reduced venti.lation caused a significant 
increase in microbes in one instance only in Room 12 at 1:00 p.m., 
for the sample of respirable colony-forming particles (less than 5 pm 
diameter). \~hen a simiJ ar analysis was done for total particles • no 
statistical difference v.~as found at the different ventilation rates; 
hence 1 the effect was not a generi11 one and may have been :i.ncidental to 
ventilation conditions within the particular room. The data collected 
from the multipurpose room did not reveal any correlati.ons of statisti·
cal signiflcance. 

Table 6 shov.~s that tlw mean val.Lws of CFP/m:j vary with L?ampling time 
and follmv a repettt:ive daily pattern acc.ordinb to the activity in the 
rooms. 

Table 7 listt> mean va.l.ues of CFP/m3 found L1 a number <)f locations 9 

averaged over a two-year period. These values are representattve of the 
general level of b1oburden at these Bi.t:es. If we compare F<:drmoor El<,.,,. 
mentary School in Columbus~ Ohio 2 and Carondelet High School in Concord!\ 
California 1 under normal conditions. v.~e find that the nwuber of CFP/m~ 

at Fainnoor was double thL number measured at Carondelet. 13 At Fairmoo:r- 3 

the CFP /m3 increased from 2 69 to 360 wlwn venti.lation was changed from a 
normal to a reduc<.;d operati.ng mod;:•.. That a microbial burden .in this 



Table 5. 3 
Mean values of CPF/m in classrooms at Fairmoor Elementary 
School~ calculated as a function of time. 

Time Normal 

---~~-----==---~~---

8:00 a.m. L3 

10:00 a.m. 243 

1:00 p.m. 256* 

3:00 p.m. 291 

Damper 
Closed 

32 

148 

323 

280 

Reduced 

19 

305 

403* 

370 

* Note the difference between these two starred values. Since the vents 
were sealed, we could not have been observing an infiltration of air 
containing numerous CFP; the explanation could be that rather clean, 
infiltrating air was acting as a diluent under the normal condition 1n 
the rooms. 
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Table 6o Mean numbers of CFP in two classrooms at Fairmoor School, 
the 8:00 aomo sampleo 

Mode of Total ic.les Re rable icles Non-Re 
ventilation 

:1<1ean Stand. dev Mean Stand. dev. Mean 

Normal 269 166 104 68 165 

closed 253 188 116 4 

Reduced 360 206 182 118 177 

Note~ Because of the standard deviations, there are no fi
cant differences between any of these means. However, in each case a 
consistent increase is evident when the mode was from 
normal to reduced. 

rable icles 

Stand. dev. 

110 

126 

99 



Table 7, Hean values (no. per cubic meter) of number of 
airborne colony~forming particles at various sites. 

Fairmoor Elementary School 

Ventilation: Atttomatic Dampers Closed 

269 283 

(Auditorium ~, Gymnasium had Peak Value of 1200) 

Carondelet High School (Class i.n ses:d un) 

Ventilation Rate 
(cfm/occupant) Room 1 

13.5 
2.5 

Peralta Hospital (Eye Operatory) 

Sports Arena 

N.t3L Conference Honu 

NHL Men's Hest" i{ootn 

Veterans 1 Administration lloGpita.l CHarU nez) 
Cast Room 

Research House, Walnut Creek 
Sealed and Vacant 
Blower On and Vacant 

Long Beach Naval Hospital 
Cast Room 
Patient Room 
Proctology 
Obstetries 
Pediatrics 

... :~6·· 

160 
115 

Sealed 

360 

Room 2 

107 
75 

40 

200 

JBIJ 

132 

333 

17 
550 

5::3 
900 

62 
125 
183 



range is not unusual is supported by the data on other buildings given 
in Table 7. 

The number of airborne Cl'P in the multipurpose room varied more than 
? 

in the classrooms. This variability 1 from as low as 12/ru~ to as high as 
1,200/m3

1 is not unexpected since occupants use the area for many dif~ 
ferent activities and at irregular times. 1his factor prevented an 
analysis of the data in that room with respect to ventilation changes. 

NBL made the following observations based un the data amassed: It 
seems that humans can Jive in air \vi th "bioburdens" of from 20 CFP /m3 to 
over 700 Cl!'P/m3 without apparent adverse health effects. There is no 
evidence that any retrofitting situation examined caused an increase in 
airborne microflora above that present :in other common situations. 
Hence 1 the probability of infection from aerosols of human origin under 
normal concli.tions (excluding the presence of "carriers" or "sheddersz" 
which is not really a part of the ventilation evaluation problem) seems 
l.ow. If that very ~;mall probab:i 1 ity were increar;ed ten~fold as a resuH 
of a teu~fold increase in biuburden ~ then a very low probability of 
infection would still remain. 

As the ventilation r.ate in Lilt• tllree romas \vi.W reduct~d~ the <dr 
qudli ty in tl!e thu~e sdwolroul•lS awl outdoors wa::; continuously lllOni to red 
by the EEB Hob:ile Laboratory. Only the data collected during regular 
school houn.; 1 8:30 a .m to 3: 30 p.m., have been presented here. These 
data have been grouped by ventilatHHl rate for each roum and displayed 
Jn histograms of the concentrations observed. Data points l;jere recorded 
every minute, and averageb for the ten~minute interval;, were calculated. 
In the histograms given in this section and in the Appendix, the data 
points 2 sorted into bins along the horizontal ax.i.s 1 represent the ten~ 

minute averages for the particular site. Since the data for the three 
rooms tended to be sl.milar 2 only one graph is i.neluded in the text to 
illustrate a ]Jarttcular point. The Appendix contain1J the histograms for 
each room of all the data on the common :inorganic pollutants (carbon 
dioxide» carbon monoxide, ozone, sulfur dioxide, and the nitcogeu 
oxideG). 

Carbon dioxit1e lt;as the only pollutant f:ouud in :.Jguificant: concen~ 

trations lru,Jde th<: school~ i.ts ptimary sotn·ces being tlw uecupants 
themselves. Figure 7 shows a profile of the eaJ::bon dioxide concentra·
tions in Rl)Om 12 during a typical school day. The 1 evd. of carbon Jiox·~ 
ide rose when the students enter·ed tile room for the morning and after~ 

noon sessions; it tell at noon and at 3:00p.m.! when tlw students left 
the classroom. l.k!Caust; of vaci.ations i.n clas~:Hoor,J occupancy and 
activity, the profiles .in the three rooms d:iffered slightly from day ttJ 
day. This wah especHll.ly true ,Jf the multivur·pose room, ~;Jhich was not 
used on a regular basis. 

Fi.gun.~ B J:lrebents d frequeucy cl:i.str:ibution for ~:ach ventilation mode 
of the carbon dioxide conceutr<.~Uons in Roum 12. As shmvn 1 Li1e car:bon 
dioxide Jev1ds increased <W Uw ventilation uttt:;u >~e:Le i't:duced. Under 
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the nonnal mode of operation 8 the carbon dioxide levels never exceeded 
3600 mg/m3 (2,000 ppm). Under the reduced mode of operation 9 the carbon 
dioxide l~vels did rise» occasionally exceeding 5400 mg/m3 (3 2 000 ppm); 
but they never exceeded 7200 mg/m3 (4,000 ppm) in any of the three 
rooms, These figures are well within the occupational standards for car~ 
bon dioxide, which have been set at 9000 mg/m3 and 18,000 mg/m3 (5,000 
and 10,000 ppm)l4,15,16 and refer to time-weighted average concentra
tions for up to 10-hour workshifts in a 40-hour work week; studies have 
indicated that workers could be exposed to these concentrations day 
after day without adverse health effects. 

The ratios of indoor to outdoor carbon dioxide concentrations for 
Room 12 were calculated and the results are summarized in Figure 9. As 
shown, the indoor to outdoor carbon dioxide ratios are slightly higher 
when the dampers are closed but not sealed. There is a more significant 
increase in the ratios at the most reduced ventilation rate. 

For reactive pollutants that have primarily outdoor sources, the 
indoor concentrations are generally lower than those found outdoors 
because the building envelope acts as an effective barrier to these pol
lutants. Ozone showed this pattern. Although the concentration of 
ozone outdoors reached as high as 98 ~g/m3 (50 ppb) 1 the indoor ozone 
levels never exceeded 19 ~g/m3 (10 ppb) in Room 12. Figure 10 shows the 
frequency distribution of the ratios of the indoor to outdoor ozone con
centrations at the three ventilation rates for Room 12. Since the ozone 
concentration indoors was always lower than the concentration outdoors~ 

their ratio was always less than one and decreased as the ventilation 
rate decreased. 

The other common gaseous pollutants (carbon monoxide, sulfur diox~ 

ide» and the nitrogen oxides) also have outdoor sources. The indoor con~ 
centrations of these pollutants were low 8 generally lower than outdoor 
levels, and never exceeded ambient air quality standards set by the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).l7 Figure 11 shows the frequency 
distributions of sulfur dioxide in the multipurpose room at the three 
ventilation rates. Indoor concentrations were generally less than 108 
~g/m3 (40 ppb) and decreased in the reduced ventilation mode. Outdoor 
concentrations varied greatly, but were usually less than 150 ~g/m3 (60 
ppb). Both indoor and outdoor levels of so2 were far below the EPA 
ambient air quality standard of 365 ~g/m3 (140 ppb) for a twenty~four 
hour period. 

The concentrations of carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides were very 
low for all rooms at the three difterent ventilation rates; outdoor lev~ 
els were also low. Carbon monoxide concentrations» both indoors and 
outdoors» were generally less than 5.7 mg/m3 (5 ppm). These levels were 
much less than the EPA standard of 40 mg/m3 (35 ppm) for a one~hour 
period. The average indoor concentration of nitrogen dioxide was 
approximately 38 rg/m3 (20 ppb). The concentrations indoors or outdoors 
were rarely higher than 113 ~g/m3 (60 ppb) ~ ~~ levels much lower than 
the EPA standard of 100 ~g/m3 (50 ppb) for a one-year period. Table 8 
lists relevant ambient air quality standards for most pollutants set by 
the EPA and other agencies. The data on the indoor and outdoor concen~ 

trations of carbon monoxide~ nitrogen dioxide» as well as on the other 
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Table 8. Ambient Air Quality Standards 

Contaminant 

EPA 

Carbon monoxide (CO) 

Hydrocarbons 

Lead (Pb) 

Nitrogen dioxide (N02) 

Particulates 

Sulfur dioxide (so2) 

Other 

Carbon dioxide (Co
2

) 

Formaldehyde (HCHO) 
(Europe) 

Radon 
(EPA and Canada) 

'3 L5 pg/m· 

·~ 
100 11g/m 
(50 ppb) 

7.,.) I 3 f.lg m 

80 pg/m
3 

(30 ppb) 

year 

yeur 

Short Term 

I.evel 

40 3 05 ppm) mg/r'1.3 
10 mg/m· (9 ppm) 

160 pg/m 
-~ 

(250 pnb) 

240 pg/nl 
3 (120 pph) 

260 pg/m 
3 

36S pg/m 
3 (140 ppb) 

9000-18,000 mg/m
3 

(5000-10,000 ppm) 

1 hr, 
8 hrs. 

3 hrs, 
(6~9 a.Ft.) 

1 hr. 

24 hrs. 

24 hrs, 

120 pg/m3 (100 ppb) Maximum 

0.02 work~ng levels 
(•\,4 nC:i/m· in buildings) 



inorganic gaseous contaminants 1 are given in the Appendix. 

The MBTH measurements indicated that the concentrat:i.on of total 
aldehydes was very low 9 usually less than 10 ppb and never exc(;eding 20 
ppb. This is well within the 100 ppb range that is being considered as 
a standard for total aldehydes. 

In summary, of the common inorganic gaseous po1lutants, only carbon 
dioxide was seen in significant concentrationH inside the school, even 
at a reduced ventiltion rate of 2.6 m3/h (1.5 cfw) per occupant. As the 
ventilation rate decrea:wd 1 the carbon dioxide concentrations increased 1 . '1 
but the 1 evels remained lo>v 1 !lever exceeding 7 1 200 rng/mJ (If 1 000 ppm), 
The indoor concentrations of carbon mmwxide • sulfur dioxide • ozone • and 
the nitrogen oxides were very low 2 almost always lower than the outdoor 
levels. The indoor concentrations uf all the gases were lower than the 
occupaU.onal or F:PA ambient air quality standards. 

ln order to measm:e tltu particulate mass 2 automated dichotontous air 
samplers7 wert'! placed at each of the three indoor sitt;s as lrJell <W out 
doors. Figure 12 uumwnrize~:; the data for Rom;1 12J \-Jh:ich \.Jere typical 
for tht: otlw.r t\vo ronrilb as we 11. Each bar repr csents a tweuty" .. four hour 
average, Gavs in th~: data represent days when tlw i.xtstrum.:.nts mal:futH>
tioned, Ai, slwwn 2 the conceutt:ation of the JJartlculate maL'S outdoors~ 
both fine and totnl 2 is usually higher than the indoor level. The fin0 
particulate 1.1aBs indoors ranged from 3 to 27 pg/m3 and coiwL.ituted 
BJ!proximatt:ly 75~,80% of the total mm;:;;. The fine particulate mast; out·· 
door& was ulightly higher; ranging from 10 to !,p. pg/w3 3 ;_md Wilt> approxi-· 
m.1tely G5~10% ot the to tal wa:,s. 

'lable 9 1iBtb thG concentx:ut1om.; uf the J?Brticulat.e mass oln;erved at 
each ventilation rate. Tlu: averag<:s tor the f in€.~ part iculBte fraction 
indoor~;; and outdoors at the nonndl V~Jntilation mode \vere 20 and 26 pg/m3 
resp"c tively 1 the average of tlw rLd.l.y indoor /outdoor ratio beine 0. 7:3. 
When the dampers were closed but not sealed, the indoor/outdoor ratio 
was approximau,dy the sarne as during the normal Hlode. The lmver parti·· 
culate 111ass observed both indoors and outdoon~ indicates that the 
cleanest outdoor conrlit1ons prevailed during the sampling period when 
the dampers wHre c1 mwd. In the reduced vent ilaU.ou mode, the indoor 
fine and coarse particu.late mass and indnor /outdoor ratio wen: sl:ightly 
tmJer than during the normal mode of operation. However~ the Shulll 
number of samples collected (four to five days at U!ch ventilation rate) 
and tlw large stundanl deviationr; observed mi.!ho i.t difficult to dr:aw any 
eonclusions from these data otller than that the indoor particulate lev· .. 
els did not increar;e wlH}n the ventilation rat:e was decreased. 

TlH; elemental i.iltalycdti ot the l'articulatt:G by fluorescence 
revealed only trac€; amounts of mofJL of the LvJenty~·etgllt elewents meas·
ured. All (.d<.,ments WPre found to have h.igher outdoor than indoor con·~ 

centr<JLions. Lead (preEumab]y from autolllobi.l.t' exrwust) was present: Ln 
concentrations ot approximately 100-400 ng/m3 indoots, w:ith outdoor lcv
(Jl.& usually at. 1 east !:ltJic <: the indoor 1 c·vc l • ~;u.l fur. (must l He ly f t:ont 
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Table 9, Results of measurements of particulate mass 
in Room 12 • 'Fai.rrnoor Elementary School. 

Ventilation Fine Particulate Fraction 
Mode -

Room 12 Outdoors Ratio* 

3 
(wg/m ) 

3 (pp-/m ) 

Normal 19.0 ±: 5,7 26.3 ± 7 6 0.73 ± .09 

Dampers lL 7 :t 2,5 15.3 ± 3.8 0, 77 ·+ .09 
closed 

Reduced 15,5 ± 5.0 26.3 ± 9.2 0.59 ± ,06 

Ventilation Total Inhalable Particulates 
Mode 

~~-~~ 

Room 12 Outdoors Ratio* 

3 (wg/m ) (wg/m3) 

Normal 24,3 ± 8,3 39.5 ± 14,2 0.62 ± .10 

Dampers 16,0 ± 3.5 23.3 
closed 

± 6.7 0.70 .t .07 

Reduced 20,3 t 6.2 37.5 + 9.3 0,54 ± .06 

~~~ 

*The Room 12/outdoors ratios were calculated for each day, 
The numbers are averages of the ratios obtained, 



emissions from automobiles and the school boilers) was the only element 
present in any signi.ficant amount. Concentrations of 2 jUg/m3 (approxi~ 
mately 6 pg/m3 as sulfate ion~ so 4"') were typical indoors; the highest 
indoor level was 4 jUg/m3 (see Figure 13) Outdoor levels vJere as high 
as 8 pg/m3. 

The present standards for total iculates for outdoor 
air are 7 5 pg/m3 for a one year average and 260 fg/m3 for a twenty~four 
hour average. The averages for twenty~four hours measured at the Fair~ 

moor School at all three ventilation modes were ~.vell within these stan~ 
dards. 

In summary~ the indoor concentrations of both fine and coarse parti~ 
culates were usually less than the outdoor levels and were considerably 
lower than the standards for outdoor air for a twenty~four hour 
period. When the ventilation rate was reduced~ there was no increase in 
the level of indoor 

FNERGY SAVINGS 

Fairmoor Elementary School occupies approximately 3995 m2 (43 1 000 
ft2) of floor space and is located in a 2778 1 base 18.3° C 
(5 1 000 1 base 65°F) climate. The energy content of the 
natural gas consumed during the 1973~1976 time averaged 6850 
gigajoules/yr (6 9 500 x 106 Btu/yr). Natural gas is used for water and 
space heating, and minimally for lunches. 

If the amount of outside air the school is reduced 1 less 
natural gas will be needed for space heat In estimating the paten~ 
tial energy savings at Fairmocr 8 we assumed a reduction in ventilation 
rate of 16.9 m3/h (10 cfm) per person in the classrooms. This assump~ 
tion was based on data obtained from various sources 9 as found in Arnold 
and OQSheridan 718 which have indicated that most schools have ventila
tion rates in the range of 16.9 to 25.3 m3/h (10 to 15 cfm) per person 1 

of 21.1 m3/h (12.5 cfm) per person, and on the the results 
ity studfes at Fairmoor School and Carondelet High 
have confirmed that the ventilation rate could be 

/h (2.5 cfm) per person without affecting 

To determine the ventilation~heating load for the 2778 
climate of Fatrmoor School 3 we used previous calculations of 

ventilation~heating load 19 in various locations of the United 
States to arrive at a of about 5.275 x Io-2 g oules/m3/h 

9 000 Btu/cfm) for the 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. period. That is 1 over a 
full heat season 5.275 x Io-2 gigajoules (50 1 000 Btu) is to 
heat each /h (cfm) of outside air to an indoor 21°C 
(7 
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If the ventilation rate is reduced from 21.1 to 4.2 m3/h (12.5 to 
235 cfm) per person in all twenty~four classrooms and from 50.6 to 33.8 
m /h (30 to 20 cfm) per person in the multipurpose room, the energy 
saved is equal to 

3 , 125 X 10~2 GJ 3 
3~-x 11,816 m /h 
m 

615 GJ (583 x 106 Btu) 

where 0.6 is the efficiency of the heating system and 11,816 m3/h (7,000 
cfm) :i.s the total amount by vlhich the ventilation rate is reduced. For 
the Fairmoor School, this represents an energy savings of about 10% 
relative to the yearly energy used for space heating during the 1973-
1.9"76 period -·~ which at 1980 prices, would save over $2,000. This per
centage energy savings is lower than it might be in most other schools 
since the heating system was operated at night in a number of classrooms 
at Fairmoor School during the 1973-19"76 period when the natural gas con-· 
sumption data were compiled. A more typical energy savings for space 
heating should be about 20% for schools located in northeastern or 
northern climates in the u.s. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In studying various environmental aspects at l•'airmoor Elementary 
School under different ventilation conditions, we found that most pollu
tant concentrations did not increase even at ventilation rates below 
generally accepted standards. Of the air ts measured, only car
bon dioxide increased signif at lower ventilation rates. How
ever, concentrations never exceeded 7,200 mg/m3 (4,000 ppm), and thus 
remained well below levels considered to be hazardous to health. On the 
whole, the indoor concentrations of gaseous and other contaminants were 
very low. Reduced ventilation rates improved the air quality slightly 
in terms of sulfur dioxi.de and particulates, and did not affect micro
bial content. Odorant concentrations were low at both normal and 
reduced ventilation rates, although visitors to the test rooms found the 
odor levels somewhat less acceptable at reduced ventilation rates. The 
survey of subjective impressions of indoor air quality revealed a slight 
deterioration in student comfort when the ventilation rates were 
reduced, 

These results support the feasibility of the amount of 
outside air entering the school so that less energy will be needed for 
heating. In fact, it appears tha~ the outside air ventilation rate 
could safely be reduced to 4.2 m /h (2,5 cfm) occupant, or half the 
ASHRAE minimum of 8.4 m3/h (5 cfm) per occupant. This conclusion is 

* When certain c~nditions concerning filtration 
satisfied, 8.4 ~ /h (5 cfm) per occupant is the 
by ASHRAE. 

·~40·-

and recirculation are 
absolute minimum allowed 



supported by the findings of the field monitoring project at Carondelet 
High School in California. The result of such a reduction in ventila
tion rates at Fairmoor Elementary School would be a moderate energy sav~ 
ings, \vi thout adverse effects for the health, safety, or comfort of the 
occupants. 
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APPENDIX 

The Appendix contains histograms of the concentrations of the common 
inorganic pollutants: carbon dioxides carbon monoxides ozone 2 sulfur 
dioxides nitric oxide, and nitrogen monoxide. Only the data collected 
during the regular school hourss 8:30 a.m. to 3:30p.m., has been 
included. For each room, the data on a particular pollutant has been 
grouped by ventilation rate. 
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C02 CONCENTRATIONS AT VARIOUS VENTILATION RATES 
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0 3 CONCENTRATIONS AT VARIOUS VENTILATION RATES 
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S02 CONCENTRATIONS AT VARIOUS 
VENTILATION RATES 
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N02 CONCENTRATIONS AT VARIOUS VENTILATION RATES 

Room 12- Fai rmoor Elementary School 
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C02 CONCENTRATIONS AT VARIOUS 

VENTILATION RATES 
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